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Chapter 381: One Step Ahead (1) 

 

Han Xiao was quite surprised. He had initially only wanted to let the slaves go, so he had thought all the 

slaves would be in a hurry to leave. He honestly did not expect someone to stay voluntarily. He asked in 

detail and decided to take in those three people. 

The three Volga brothers were Tamihalatinians, a small civilization in the Shattered Star Ring. Its 

advancement was similar to Sunil before the disaster, able to navigate the universe to a certain extent. 

They belonged to the Magic-type civilization, focused on the spiritual branch. Their race specialty was 

mind communication, and through one look at each other’s eyes, the exchange of information could be 

completed, omitting speech to a certain extent. This had the strongest effect between close siblings. 

The cornerstone of the civilization was the Magic Mines. They used materials containing magic power as 

energy to power their technology. They had religion, and their fertility rate was very high. They 

reproduced through mating and were oviparous 1 . Their hatching time was about one year, but while 

the average human gave birth to one in a year, Tamihalatinians gave birth to many at once. They had 

always been troubled by the expanding population. 

Tamihalatinians looked similar to humans but shorter. Their average height was 1.6 meters, and they 

had white skin with rune patterns. The more conspicuous characteristic was that they had white pupils, 

like a whole piece of white crystal. Tamihalatinians had high psychic talent, and if awakened, most 

would become a Psychic. 

The oldest brother and second oldest were both Psychics, and the youngest was a Mage, all grade C 

Supers at about LV 70 or so. Although their strength was average, they happened to make up for the 

class vacancy in the mercenary group. With them, the mercenary group finally had the five Super 

classes, filling up its ability. 

Mages can bless and enchant, adding new abilities for machinery, and they are able to indirectly 

enhance my combat capability. 

Han Xiao was contented. The Black Star Mercenary Group had gained three new cadres, increasing 

nearly 10,000 Faction Reward quota, which had reached 185,000. 

The three brothers’ faces were filled with admiration. They were very grateful and accepted the Han 

Xiao’s arrangements. Even if they were free, they still had to continue to serve as mercenaries. Rather 

than acting alone, it was better to join Han Xiao’s group. In addition to repaying his kindness, they could 

also look after each other. ( Boxno vel. co m ) 

After taking in the three brothers, next was to solve Aroshia’s problem. Han Xiao thought about it—the 

mission requirement was to take her around for six days. There had to be a reason, and it would not be 

completed smoothly. Although he was not clear about the specific reasons, he just had to do as he was 

required. 

What made him troubled was how to deal with Aroshia’s identity. Should he make her a mercenary as 

well? However, although Aroshia had high energy response, she did not seem to know how to use it or 



battle with it. It was not clear as to whether it was her racial talent or personal strength, and she had 

completely lost her memories. He was unable to uncover her identity as there was no way to 

communicate. 

Everyone else was waiting for Han Xiao to explain the origin of this beauty. 

“Her name is Aroshia, also a rescued slave. Temporarily, she will be following us,” Han Xiao said. 

Frenzied Sword was puzzled. “Why keep her? Why does she not speak?” 

He had wanted to ask this question for quite some time. Since she had appeared with Han Xiao, Aroshia 

had not once opened her mouth. Although she fitted extremely well with the human aesthetic and 

stunned the players, they were also puzzled. What in the world is wrong with this beautiful woman? 

“Amnesia.” Han Xiao pointed at her head and said, “That is why I worry about her running around and 

simply took her away. Anyway, she has no place to go.” 

“Such a beautiful girl is sick. How unfortunate...” Second Prince shook his head. 

“You don’t know sh*t. It’s called seizing the opportunity.” Bun-Hit-Dog gave Han Xiao a look that felt like 

he was saying, ‘I understand you brother’. Maple Moon and Rainy Kim beside glared at him. 

Han Xiao rolled his eyes. These people... why do they have such pure thoughts in their mind? 

Frenzied Sword looked at her here and there. He felt Aroshia behaved too calmly to be a person who 

had amnesia. “I think she is strange. Can she communicate?” 

This reminded Han Xiao that Horlaide had said that Aroshia still remembered how to speak. He 

immediately put a translator on her and asked, “Can you speak?” 

Aroshia sniffed. Finally, there was a reaction. “Yes.” 

The voice sounded like a clear stream, crisp and ethereal. Listening to it made all of their hearts 

comfortable, as if a pair of soft hands were soothing their ears, which made the players very satisfied 

since they had enough of Bun-Hit-Dog’s noisy voice. 

“Do you really not remember anything?” Han Xiao felt energized—being able to communicate was good 

indeed. 

“Yup.” 

“Then are you willing to follow us temporarily?” 

“Sure.” 

“Er, then do you need anything?” 

“Anything.” 

 

“You lost your memories. Don’t you want to know who you are?” 

“It’s fine.” 



Hearing this answer, the people took a breath of cool air and felt like they could see a holy glow. 

How can this amnesia patient be so calm? No, this is not just amnesia; it’s time to take your medicine, 

beauty! 

Han Xiao was completely out of ideas. He smiled helplessly and said, “Alright then, my team will take 

care of you. You...” 

At this moment, Aroshia suddenly approached Han Xiao, leaning to his face. Her nose sniffed like a 

puppy then said, “I think I can feel some sort of presence on you...” 

Han Xiao froze. He was surprised and asked her about it, but Aroshia shook her head and said, “I don’t 

remember. It just feels familiar.” 

“Strange...” 

Han Xiao could only suppress his doubts. He told his people to settle down. Anyway, Aroshia did not eat, 

drink, or excrete—she was very easy to raise. This was supposed to be a characteristic of energy life 

forms, but Aroshia was a normal biological life form. He did not know the reasons, but regardless, the 

benefit was that he did not have to worry about starving her. 

Han Xiao took the aircraft all the way to the office building before going to the top-level office to see 

Jenny. 

Jenny looked serious and asked, “Can you confirm that they were from DarkStar?” 

Nodding, Han Xiao described what happened in detail, hiding about the interface and other private 

secrets and changing it into the fact that he recognized Ember. Then at last he added, “Ember is the next 

generation ace level combat power cultivated by DarkStar. Their action this time definitely hides a huge 

secret. Although we are a neutral organization and the conflict between DarkStar and Godora has 

nothing to do with us, since they dared to cause trouble on Floating Dragon Island, they have to pay the 

corresponding price.” 

Jenny nodded and pushed her glasses. Then she frowned and said, “DarkStar has never had any conflict 

with us. There was definitely a reason for what they did this time, but I have no interest in 

understanding their intentions. I just want someone to be held responsible. Fortunately, you recognized 

their origin, otherwise DarkStar would really have done a hit and run. When Ames returns, DarkStar will 

pay the price for this.” 

Having successfully caused trouble for DarkStar, Han Xiao nodded secretly. To deal with a large 

organization, methods like this were the best way. DarkStar was secretive and strong, and unless he 

waited for the storyline to begin, Han Xiao had no way to deal with them. However, DarkStar had 

handed him a chance. How could he not seize it? 

With Ames’ personality, coupled with her recent bad mood, DarkStar really walked into the barrel of the 

gun. Unfortunately, Ames was not on Floating Dragon Island at this time, or she might just have wiped 

out the future ace of DarkStar in his growth stage. That would have been a very heavy blow for DarkStar. 

Floating Dragon’s side would not disclose this information so that DarkStar would think that they were 

safe. Then, Floating Dragon would deal with it when the time came. Only because Han Xiao had joined 



Floating Dragon Island could this new plan succeed, and Floating Dragon was one of the biggest 

organizations in Shattered Star Ring. 

All this time, Han Xiao had played his advantages very well, and at this time, he finally flapped his wings 

in the galaxy. The intricacies of the relationship between various civilizations were hundreds or even 

thousands of times more complex than on Planet Aquamarine. Even small waves could turn into 

monstrous tsunamis after going through many catalysts! 

Chapter 382: One Step Ahead (2) 

 

“You made a contribution. What reward do you want?” Jenny asked. 

“I want to gain access to the Void Dragon bones,” Han Xiao said. 

Jenny nodded. “Haier is in charge of the warehouse. I’ll let him know to give you a limited amount of 

Void Dragon material.” 

Haier managed logistics, so the movement of all rare materials required his approval. Han Xiao’s request 

was very normal, and Haier naturally would not refuse. 

Han Xiao was content. Void Dragon materials had a price but no supply—it could be regarded as a type 

of faction specialty. Whether he was going to sell the materials or keep them to build machinery, Void 

Dragon materials were of great use. 

After Han Xiao left, Jenny leaned back in the chair, and her eyes behind the lenses were flashing. “Black 

Star Han Xiao... Not the kind to succumb and tremble under Ames, has many secrets, claims to be a 

foreseer, and all of his subordinates are immortal. With such power, if their number was higher... Alas, 

although such a person of great assistance, I don’t know if it’s a good thing.” 

After a pause, Jenny stopped frowning. “Never mind, it doesn’t matter who he is, as long as Ames is still 

here, it’s enough to suppress all accidental factors.” 

... 

Walking out of the building, Han Xiao was content. He had reaped quite a good harvest this time. He 

intended to take a good bath, go to the warehouse to collect the materials, and then count his profits. 

But all of a sudden, he had a flash of insight, and a possibility surfaced in his mind. 

( Boxno vel. co m ) “DarkStar’s goal is the two dead Silvers. If I was them, with the remaining Silvers 

being a dead end, the next step would be to find other stakeholders. So, there’s a great chance DarkStar 

will find the slaver that escorted the Silvers.” 

Han Xiao realized this with a shock, and his footsteps paused. He immediately changed direction and 

rushed to the dock, quickly disguising himself on the way. He took off the recognizable mechanical suit 

and weapon, and he put on the simulation mask. 

He was secretly glad that he had become aware of this in a timely manner. Little more than an hour had 

passed after the attack, so there was a good chance that Ember and the others would hide for a period 



of time to avoid the limelight. It was the best time for him to seize the opportunity and understand 

DarkStar’s motive. 

Let me see what the DarkStar really wants. Han Xiao grinned, revealing a malicious smile. 

... 

At the same time, on some street of the exterior of Floating Dragon Island, Ember was hiding in the 

shadow between the houses with the others. An aircraft passed by from above and did not see them. 

Ember and the rest had escaped from the reconnaissance range, so they were basically safe. 

This operation ended up with no result, so no one looked happy. Ember suppressed his annoyance and 

ordered in a low voice, “It’s not good to delay. We need to find that slaver to complete the mission as 

soon as possible. We can’t stay long on Floating Dragon Island.” 

A Mechanic who was good with electronic equipment said, “Found the information. The slave trader is 

called Peggy, still in Floating Dragon Island dock.” 

“Good, he has not left Floating Dragon yet. This is very advantageous for us.” Ember’s morale increased 

as he took the others and rushed to the pier. 

He had a hunch that Peggy definitely knew the whereabouts of the Secret Message Bead. 

... 

The dock had far fewer spaceships than usual. There were two reasons for this—the first was that there 

had been too much unrest in recent days. During the last scrimmage in the pier, Ames had struck and 

shocked many brutes. They had hurried away and did not dare to stay, afraid of getting into trouble. 

The second was that the route of the Floating Dragon Island was about to pass by the borders of two 

civilizations in Gelock Star Cluster, which was a sensitive area that often had friction. Energy detection 

buoys and patrol fleets were everywhere, and the degree of alert was very high. If they left Floating 

Dragon Island in this area, the risk would largely increase. The patrol fleet would not save their cannons 

on a group of wanted criminals, so many people chose to leave before this. 

Peggy had such thoughts as well, so he was preparing to leave Floating Dragon Island. 

Although Horlaide had made him lose a large chunk of income, there were still other slaves on board his 

spaceship. He sold them to other individual customers, making up for the cost of the trip. However, he 

still did not make a profit, so his unhappiness was not hard to imagine. 

Therefore, an hour ago, when Peggy had heard that Horlaide’s slave market had been blown up, he had 

laughed like a 200-pound fat man, making no attempt to hide his glee. 

“That profiteer deserved to go down the drain.” Peggy was in a very good mood. His legs were on the 

control panel in the captain’s room, and he murmured, “The Silvers have been rescued again... 

unfortunate. If I can rob them...” 

Then he shook his head. The possibility existed only in his imagination—he fully understood that the 

Silvers were now a hot potato. In addition to the mercenaries, other unknown forces coveted them. The 



water was very deep, and his group of slavers had no ability to intervene anymore. He had no desire to 

die yet. Han Xiao, who he had encountered, had almost beaten him into snake soup. In retrospect, the 

fear of that mechanical suit warrior still lingered in Peggy’s heart. 

“Start the engine, let’s go.” 

( Boxno vel. co m ) Numerous drivers controlled the spaceship manually. The bottom of the spaceship 

spewed plumes, and just as it was the fixed rail of the dock, an announcement came to the spaceship’s 

system. 

“All captains, please note that we will encounter large meteoroids ahead. Three minutes till contact. By 

then the shield will be fully activated. No spaceships will be allowed to enter or leave.” 

 

The observed image from the radar appeared on the screen. A large, dense patch of white blocks were 

approaching at high speed, all meteoroids. This situation had made it too dangerous for an aircraft to 

move alone. Peggy hastily told the people to extinguish the engine and stayed, relying on the protection 

ability of the Floating Dragon Island and make plans after this wave of meteoroids 

Hum! 

The people in Floating Dragon Island could originally see the universe through the artificial atmosphere, 

but once the shield was activated, the sky seemed to be concealed by a golden curtain. The whole of 

Floating Dragon Island turned into a golden American football. The plasma energy core operated at its 

highest power output, and the golden shield surface shot out high-energy light arcs from time to time. 

Not long after, the overwhelming group of meteoroids arrived. Their size varied, and the largest was 

equivalent to one-third of the floating island. Yet, Floating Dragon Island simply rushed in head-on. 

Numerous meteoroids hit its golden shield, bursting circles of golden ripples. The collision energy waves 

spread far in the universe, leaving traces behind. 

On Floating Dragon Island, the ground was obviously vibrating. Han Xiao had just arrived at the pier at 

that time. He had changed his clothes, taken off the mechanical suit, and put on black hooded robe 

bought from a shop on the street, making him look very mysterious. His face had changed because of 

the simulation mask, so no one could recognize him. 

Coming to the dock of Peggy’s spaceship, Han Xiao turned on the communicator and searched for 

nearby channels. He found Peggy’s and sent a communication request. 

Not long after, the communication was accepted. Peggy’s face appeared on the screen, and he said, 

“What do you want?” 

“I have something to ask you about the Silvers.” 

Peggy’s heart tightened. He had already decided not to intervene in the event of the Silvers, so he did 

not expect that he would still be implicated. He calmed down and asked, “Who are you?” 

“DarkStar.” Han Xiao kept his voice low and used the name of DarkStar. 



Peggy’s expression suddenly became strange. His first reaction was to not believe him; this sudden 

stranger was not a hybrid Godoran, and he felt just like the Silver thrown out of the spaceship, just using 

DarkStar as an excuse. After all, DarkStar was very famous in the Shattered Star Ring—many people 

liked to use it to intimidate others. 

“Do you have proof?” Peggy doubted. 

Han Xiao acted tough and said coldly, “I’m the one asking now. The two Silvers that you threw out of the 

spaceship had something that we want. As for my identity, I do not need to prove to you. As long as you 

try to refuse me, you will know that the person who killed you is from DarkStar... Of course, if you 

cooperate, I can pay some money for this information.” 

Because the intel was limited, there were only the four points that he had speculated earlier, which was 

why Han Xiao said this. Fortunately, it had hit the right spot. The carrier had exposed the fact that he 

was a DarkStar’s carrier to stay alive, and only a few people knew this, including Peggy. 

Peggy did not believe it initially, but when he heard Han Xiao’s words, he immediately thought of the 

bead. Most of it made sense, and he was suddenly stunned! 

Sh*t, was that Silver really a DarkStar Emissary! Did they really come to find him‽ 

Most of his doubts were gone. Now, Peggy was apprehensive and excited. 

In his mind, DarkStar was the great pioneer of saving Godora. This time, he had hit the jackpot! 

However, he killed DarkStar’s emissary, so would there be a problem? 

He suppressed his excitement and hesitated, still uncertain of the authenticity of Han Xiao identity. 

Although he mostly believed, there was still a trace of uncertainty. 

Chapter 383: Excellent as Always, But Don’t Touch the Trophy 

 

After Hesitating for a while, Peggy felt that he would rather believe than not. He explained earnestly, 

“There was a Silver who claimed to be the emissary of DarkStar. I found a black bead on him. I don’t 

know what it was, but I thought it was valuable, so I kept it with me. But a few days ago during the 

scrimmage at the dock, the bead was lost. It might have been picked up by someone...” 

Since the bead was no longer in his possession, telling the truth would cost him nothing. The other party 

was likely DarkStar, not to mention his idol—just based on DarkStar’s style of doing things, if he refused 

to disclose information, the end could be imagined. According to the risk estimation, compromising was 

the safest. 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

Bead? What is that? I’ve never heard of this event before in my previous life. 

Could it be a hidden storyline? 



Han Xiao thought it was seemingly possible. The fact that DarkStar had sent Ember meant that it was a 

very important matter. Perhaps it was a large-scale secret mission that no one had triggered in his 

previous life. 

“You are very cooperative; I will pay a reward for the information.” 

( Boxno vel. co m ) “I don’t need to be paid.” Peggy rubbed his hands and said, “I just want to be able to 

join the DarkStar.” 

Then it occurred to Han Xiao suddenly. No wonder Peggy did not bargain before revealing the 

information—he turned out to be a hidden supporter of the DarkStar. At first, when Han Xiao saw 

Peggy’s information as a hybrid Godoran, he had already guessed as much. The reason that he had 

chosen to act as DarkStar was not only just to cause trouble—he also wanted to try his luck. As it turned 

out, he had hit the target. 

In fact, the reasoning was not difficult. Peggy was a hybrid Godoran and a wanted criminal, so he was 

likely to be supporting DarkStar. 

Han Xiao had dared to use the name of DarkStar because he considered that Ember would use another 

identity and keep his identity a secret even if he came to ask about it first. If they used the identity of 

mercenaries, Peggy would definitely hate them. They might not necessarily get the information, and 

they also might expose themselves. 

With a cough, Han Xiao said seriously, “I’ve seen your convictions. You’re a Godoran with resolve. Our 

great cause is in need of hot-blooded men like you...” 

Before Peggy was happy about it, Han Xiao’s words took a turn. 

“However, we have strict screening procedures for new people. To prevent spies from getting in, there 

is one thing that needs your help. There’s another force on this floating island. Before me, did anyone 

ask the same questions?” 

“Uh, no.” 

“Great, we’re one step ahead. This is your chance to do something for the organization. Just like me, 

they might very likely find you in a while, asking the same questions, and you should tell them that the 

bead has been thrown into space.” 

Han Xiao held back his laughter and said, “After you complete this, DarkStar will accept you at the right 

time, taking you to the secret base for formal training.” 

“Got it.” Peggy was convinced, his face solemn. 

He did not think that the Silvers would be involved in so much and could not help but be curious about 

what secret that bead had, attracting these large organizations to secretly compete for it! 

At the same time, Peggy was also annoyed. If he had detected how special the bead was back then, he 

might have benefitted even more from it... However, it was too late to regret. 

The communication ended. Han Xiao turned away from the pier and changed to his original clothes 

when there was no one around. 



“So, what DarkStar wants is a black bead, but its whereabouts are unknown.” 

Although he did get something, the intel was still not enough. If he used normal methods, the trail 

would end here... 

However, Han Xiao did not use normal methods. 

Since the goal is known, I can try to use Destiny’s Child’s card. Hopefully it will give me some valuable 

information. 

Since he at least needed to know what the target was, Han Xiao decided to use the foreseeing card. 

Although the intel from Peggy was very little, it happened to just meet the requirements. 

 

You used [Character Summon Card—Destiny’s Child] 

Usages: 3/5 

 

The familiar hazy fog appeared, like a dream scene. Han Xiao’s line of sight passed through the fog, and 

a black bead appeared in front of his eyes, caught by a palm. Looking up along the arm, a handsome face 

fixed in the eyes of Han Xiao. 

After a full two seconds, the image shattered. Han Xiao was back to the original environment, as if he 

had experienced an illusion. 

Li Ge‽ Han Xiao’s eyes opened wide. 

He really did not think that a bead would have been picked up by the players and picked up by this 

naughty kid at that. No wonder it had not been given to him. 

... 

Just twenty minutes after Han Xiao left, Ember rushed to the pier and looked for Peggy. 

Peggy remembered Han Xiao’s advice, and his expression slightly changed. These DarkStar competitors 

did indeed come very quickly. 

“Who are you? What do you want?” 

“I am a mercenary—my employer is one of the Silvers. The prisoners have been rescued, so you are no 

longer our enemy. Now I want to ask you something, did you kill two Silvers? We want to know the 

details; I can pay a certain intel fee for it.” 

Ember chose to impersonate a mercenary. Only mercenaries knew about the two dead Silvers, so the 

motive of asking about it was reasonable. Otherwise, it would have caused a lot of suspicion, and they 

might have gotten reported as the people who attacked the slave market. In his mind, he had not been 

exposed, so no one would know their DarkStar identity. 

But his choices happened cause a coincidental phenomenon; Han Xiao and Ember’s identities switched! 



Peggy was convinced. He thought that Han Xiao was ‘DarkStar’, and Ember, who really belonged to 

DarkStar, became regarded as DarkStar’s enemy! 

More coincidentally, because everyone only had a part of the intel, both Peggy and Ember were kept in 

the dark. Only Han Xiao could barely see the truth, and the actions that he took led the two of them to 

deviate further from the truth! 

“Are you a mercenary‽” Hatred appeared in Peggy’s eyes. It was the mercenaries who had made him 

make such a huge loss, yet they wanted intel‽ If not for that DarkStar agent’s advice, I wouldn’t even 

talk to you! 

“As long as you are willing to answer,” Ember said, “I can pay 50,000 to make up for your loss. This is a 

large sum of money.” 

DarkStar had deep pockets. Ember directly transferred 10,000 deposit, and he had confidence that he 

could make Peggy talk. 

Even though Peggy was not a money slave, he was also shocked by this generosity—it did not look like 

mercenaries at all. 

His eyes turned around, pretending to be moved by the money, and started talking about the process of 

capturing the Silvers, only hiding the Secret Message Bead. 

 

As expected, Ember listened to the very end and found the information that they wanted was missing. 

He had no choice but to make his goal clear. “Did you get a black bead from these two people?” 

“What bead? Never seen before, I threw them out of the ship and was too lazy to waste time frisking. 

The thing you’re talking about is probably drifting in the universe. 

Peggy sneered in his heart and lied, following Han Xiao’s advice. 

A flash of disappointment flickered in Ember’s eyes. 

This was the worst result! 

If the carrier’s corpse had accidentally been caught by a star’s gravity, the Secret Message Bead would 

have turned to dust as well. If absorbed by a black hole, it would also not ever be found. 

“By the way, has anyone ever asked you the same question?” Ember suddenly asked. 

“No.” Peggy denied it immediately. 

Ember frowned and transferred the rest of the reward to Peggy before leaving with a heavy heart. 

Now, the trail had been broken. Their task force had no use, so they could only report it to the 

headquarters. 

In the spaceship, Peggy looked at the black communication screen before smiling, full of anticipation. 

Joining DarkStar had always been his goal, but because DarkStar was too mysterious, he had not had an 

opportunity to contact them. That had always been a great regret for him. 



And now, the opportunity that he had been dreaming of had fallen from the sky! 

I have made a contribution for DarkStar! After waiting for so long, I’ve finally caught the opportunity. I 

finally, finally, can join DarkStar... 

... 

Near the ruins of the slave market, the players did not have to return to the guards. They were 

temporarily settling the Volga brothers and Aroshia down. 

They surrounded Aroshia like butterflies. Aroshia’s beauty was over the top, so it was very pleasant to 

the eyes. Furthermore, she was a beauty suffering from amnesia. With Bun-Hit-Dog as the 

representative, the hormones of most of the males were flooding, and they chatted with Aroshia 

excitedly. 

Aroshia was very calm. She did not have any interest in the surroundings, so she was only replying from 

time to time. 

On the side, the god players of the various clubs kept their distance, maintained their reserve, and 

chatted with each other. 

At this moment, all the Black Star Mercenary Group players triggered a new mission simultaneously. 

 

[Find the Bead] 

Mission Introduction: Some time ago, Black Star lost a black bead. Anyone who finds it and gives it to 

him will get his reward. 

Mission Requirements: Turn in the black bead. [Attached—appearance] 

Reward: 180,000 Experience, +200 Black Star Mercenary Group Favorability, Sunil Officer Class armor x 1 

Remarks: This mission is a competitive mission; only one person can receive the reward. 

Chapter 384: DarkStar Mother Ship 

 

All the game players were in an uproar, surprised. 

“How was the mission triggered?” Bun-Hit-Dog was at a loss. 

“Should be a sudden mission, but why did Han Xiao only just realize that he lost something important?” 

Maple Moon grabbed her chin and murmured with a thoughtful expression. However, the concern of 

the other players was different from her. They did not ask why; they just cared about the reward. 

“Officer Class armor!” Second Prince’s eyes were shining. 

This was one grade higher than their Enlistee Class armor, so everyone wanted it. 

“Competitive mission...” 



Hao Tian’s face became focused. Suddenly, the ground shook, he turned around and saw the Frenzied 

Sword charging off, full of anticipation. Even the ground was cracked. Frenzied Sword had immediately 

dashed off to find clues, without any delay at all. 

Only Li Ge’s expression was different from everyone else’s. His eyes were filled with sparks and explicit 

surprise. 

Black bead... Isn’t that the one I have‽ 

So, Han Xiao is the special character triggered by the bead! That makes sense. 

The bead was in his hands, so did that not mean that he had already met the mission requirement‽ 

No one knew that he was already one step ahead. Every other competitor was fated to work for 

nothing. What an excellent feeling! 

Deep joy filled his heart. Looking around at the players’ discussions, Li Ge secretly felt great. 

At this time, Han Xiao rushed back. Just as the crowd was about to go up to question him, Li Ge pushed 

everyone away, took out the bead that he had kept close to him, and passed it to Han Xiao. 

“Black Star, this seems to be what you have lost,” Li Ge said. 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparked, he took the beads and said cheerfully, “How did you know this is my precious? I 

lost it a few days ago, didn’t expect you to pick it up. You’re really lucky. You’ve helped me a great deal. 

Let me think... Well, you armor seems to be damaged, so let me give you a new set of armor as a 

reward.” 

A satisfying smile appeared on Li Ge’s handsome face, strongly contrasting the other players, whose 

faces were all stiff. 

What the hell? The mission ended at the beginning? It’s not a competition; it’s a waste of feelings! 

Annoyed, uncomfortable, and envious eyes focused on Li Ge, while Li Ge enjoyed the attention and 

shrugged with pride. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao played around with the bead, smiled, and did not speak. 

Competitive missions were different to other missions. In addition to the actual reward, as long as Li Ge 

felt he had an advantage over others, he would give up the bead willingly. This was a characteristic Han 

Xiao found from Li Ge’s past actions, so he had tailored this mission for Li Ge, making him feel 

advantaged. 

Hence, Li Ge obediently handed over the bead. Even his pride was in Han Xiao’s calculations—he was 

still kept in the dark and feeling joyous. 

Walking to the side, Han Xiao looked at the notification on the interface. 

 

You have received an unknown item. Giving it to a special character will give you a very high reward, or 

you can take it to be identified. 



 

The item description of the bead was the same. Han Xiao sized up the bead—it was dark and smooth, 

giving off magical glow from time to time. He quickly filtered his memories in his mind. 

Something from the magic side, some kind of Energy Gem? Enchanting Ball? Hmm... Unlikely, DarkStar 

took it so seriously. This bead should be more precious, maybe a Secret Message Bead? 

A Secret Message Bead was a high-grade magic safe, only unlockable with a special verbal password. Its 

confidentiality principle was the precise Magic Seal formed by magic patterns similar to a maze—only 

the password could trigger the ‘eye’. It was very complicated. 

Of course, since there was a lock, there was a corresponding method of breaking that lock. With the use 

of large magic deconstruction instrument to analyze the magic lock, or having high-level Mages unlock it 

artificially, the Secret Message Bead would thus be ‘pried open’. 

What’s important is not the bead, but the things inside. 

Originally, he had thought that the bead would trigger a hidden mission, but it seemed like the Secret 

Message Bead was just a prerequisite. DarkStar’s goal could not be guessed with just a bead—the things 

inside were the key to unlock the next step. 

The introduction mentioned two ways to use it—one was to give it to a special character. Li Ge had no 

idea, but Han Xiao was not the same. DarkStar or Godora were most likely the ‘special character’. The 

bead could be exchanged for a reward and determine which side he was on, and if he went for 

identification of the bead, it should trigger a hidden mission. 

Whichever option, he could choose freely. 

Han Xiao smiled slightly and was in a good mood. 

Initially, he had only been hired to rescue the Silvers, but after unexpected twists and turns, not only did 

he join Floating Dragon, he also ruined DarkStar’s plan. 

Now the Secret Message Bead was in his hands, and DarkStar had been misinformed about the bead’s 

location. A good result. 

... 

In the Floating Dragon Island prison, the three large mercenary groups’ people were resting in their cells. 

Over the course of their confinement, they had already finished their conversation topics, and it was 

meaningless to dispute whether Black Star could complete mission. Anyway, they could only watch and 

wait. Everything depended on Han Xiao. 

Although Goa said to trust him, everyone subconsciously thought that Han Xiao had no chance. 

No one spoke, and their faces were all filled with boredom. The room was silent. 

Footsteps approached. They thought that it was the patrol guard, but unexpectedly, the person stopped 

in front of the cell and said, “Everyone, I have completed the mission.” 

This voice... Black Star‽ 



Goa, Cerleni, Porter, and the rest suddenly looked up and saw Han Xiao was standing outside the cell 

prison with a smile. 

“You rescued the Silvers‽” Porter jumped up to the railing, staring at Han Xiao in disbelief. 

“You’re not joking, right?” Cerleni interrupted, with a doubtful tone but also some anticipation. 

Han Xiao directly took out the communicator. He had just contacted the employer. The employer had 

learned that his companions had been rescued again and was very surprised; Han Xiao had saved them a 

large sum of money, so the employer was not stingy with his praise, almost complimenting him up to 

the sky. 

Han Xiao, of course, did not know that there had also been an argument among the employers. The 

captain who chose to trust him was the happiest, feeling that Han Hsiao did not disappoint him, and the 

person who had suspected it had nothing to say, especially the people who suspected that Han Xiao had 

worked together with Horlaide to scam them. They felt rather ashamed. 

The employer personally confirmed that his companions had been rescued by Han Xiao, and the 

hundreds of mercenaries simple stood up with their mouths wide open. 

The vast majority of mercenaries initially had no hope; everything had felt helpless when they got 

caught, and they had no choice but to give the mission to Han Xiao. Yet, Han Xiao really succeeded! 

Goa clenched her fist and said with bright eyes, “You have lived up to our expectations.” 

Han Xiao raised his brow and complained, “Is that so? The way you guys are acting now looks like you 

never had any expectations.” 

 

The mercenaries scratched their heads, embarrassed. When Sky Ring, Blades, and Purple Gold, the three 

famous armies joined this mission, although the Black Star was a teammate, they had felt some sense of 

superiority despite not showing it on their faces. 

In the eyes of most of the mercenaries, Han Xiao’s team was just an optional add on. However, it was 

the people that they had underestimated who had completed the missions alone when everyone else 

was powerless. 

All the mercenaries were embarrassed. 

After being happy for a while, they controlled their emotions. Cerleni asked about what happened, and 

Han Xiao described the relevant parts. Of course, he hid the things about DarkStar and such. 

After he finished, Cerleni shook his head and said, “Horlaide wanted to use his companion to blackmail 

the Silvers. The thought was very good, but the result was him losing everything. This is what greed 

does...” 

Han Xiao nodded. Horlaide had been blessed with a lot of choices, but his appetite was too big. If he had 

sold the Silvers earlier, he would not have been targeted. 

The word greed was close to the word poverty 1 . 



The mission was completed successfully, relying on Black Star Mercenary Group. Naturally, after this 

achievement, the mercenaries recognized Black Star’s capabilities and admired them. 

In addition to informing his comrades, Han Xiao visited also to ask about when they would be released. 

“Our superior in the army paid the compensation. They are rushing to Floating Dragon, and when they 

arrive, we will be free. So it’ll probably be just a few more days,” Goa said. 

“A few days... That’s not too bad.” 

Han Xiao nodded. The good stuff was in his hands, and the mission was completed. He wanted to leave 

together with the three large mercenary groups, return to get the two class advancement knowledges 

from the Silvers, and combine them into ‘Compression Technology’. Only then could he be considered to 

have stepped into the new level of a Mechanic. He had been looking forward to this day for a long time. 

He did not want to stay in the Floating Dragon—trapped in one place was not conducive to the 

development of the mercenary group. His faction was the basis of the blueprint, and although there 

were many benefits in Floating Dragon, the opportunities were limited, far less than the vast universe. 

However, Han Xiao could not give up the Floating Dragon faction. He hoped to submit an application for 

field activities so that he could have the best of both worlds. 

“There are still a few days left. I hope I can convince Ames...” 

After Han Xiao left, the prison was no longer filled with boredom. It was filled with a happy and relaxed 

atmosphere. 

The mercenaries main worry had been resolved, so they were very contented. 

In the cell, Cerleni and Porter were thinking of the same thing. 

I wonder if Black Star will continue to be a mercenary. His team is very capable, and he has Floating 

Dragon as a backer now. They’re not the small mercenary group without any backing anymore. By the 

time this thing ends, I will request that the superiors form a partnership with Black Star Mercenary 

Group. We can’t let Sky Ring have them exclusively. 

... 

In order to let the floating island travel freely in the universe, Ames had equipped it with top of the line 

devices. The shield generator was from the Revelation-Grade Main Ship of Federation of Light, and the 

plasma engine was from the Horn-Grade Assault Ship of the Crimson Empire. Its voyage performance 

was extremely good, and although Ames had bought all these devices using her own influence, she had 

still paid an outrageous price for it. 

Floating Dragon Island passed through the meteoroid shower safely, and a lot of spaceships took off 

immediately after the shield was deactivated, leaving the floating island before it entered the boundary 

of the two civilizations. 

A few days later, Peggy’s spaceship had long been away from Floating Dragon Island. It was slowly sailing 

in an unpopulated Star Zone. There were no Fixed Stars there, only dead gray planets filled with dead 

silence. 



Suddenly, folds appeared in the dark space ahead, and a huge object hundreds of times larger than 

Peggy’s spaceship came out of the stealth mode, stopping in front of Peggy’s spaceship. 

The size comparison was like a bean and a watermelon. 

This object was tall and ferocious, completely black apart from some subtle golden patterns. It did not 

have a streamlined shape but consisted of two isosceles trapezoids fused together from their bases, like 

a prism. This was not a normal spaceship—it was DarkStar’s medium mother ship, similar to a mobile 

base, containing a large number of combat ships. One mother ship signified a fleet! 

DarkStar had no fixed bases; all of their bases were mother shops, perennially in stealth and mobile 

states, moving everywhere. That was why the organization was mysterious and difficult to contact—no 

one could grasp DarkStar’s position. They hid in the dark and waited for an opportunity to make a move. 

The scavengers of the ship were shocked and began speculating. 

Peggy was overjoyed when he saw this. 

“DarkStar did not break their word. They’ve come to take me in!” 

Chapter 385: Murder and Turn Point 

 

At this moment, Peggy thought that the DarkStar mothership had specifically come just to take him in. 

For him, the DarkStar had made such a large display. He felt the attention from DarkStar and was moved 

to tears. 

The spaceship approached the connecting channel, and the mother ship captain waited at the channel 

entrance with other troops. Just as they were about to tear open the door of the spacecraft with their 

power, Peggy opened the door and walked out. Seeing everyone was a hybrid Godoran, Peggy was filled 

with excitement. 

He had finally found the organization! 

With an excited tone, Peggy said, “I’ve been waiting for you for a very long time.” 

DarkStar warriors initially had cold expressions, but now, they could not help but looked at each other in 

bewilderment. 

It was the first time that they had seen a target who not only did not resist but also took the initiative to 

cooperate, looking like he had just returned home. Did this guy not fear death? 

“Bold!” The captain nodded in approval before waving. “Seize them!” 

DarkStar warriors swarmed in. Peggy was pressed on the ground, all the while thinking that this was 

DarkStar’s welcome ceremony. He confidently shouted, “Rest assured, don’t have to doubt my loyalty, I 

absolutely will not resist!” 

“Boss, I think they are for real,” one of his men said with a sad face. 

Peggy glared and yelled, “Shut up! What do you know? This is a method to test our loyalty!” 



The DarkStar warriors cuffing Peggy heard this and sighed. “If everyone could be as cooperative as you, 

it would save us a lot of trouble.” 

The scavengers were taken to prison and tied to a black metal execution column. The captain walked up 

to them and said coldly, “I need you to answer my questions honestly. Among the Silvers you captured, 

one of them was carrying what we want, a black bead. Where did that bead go?” 

Although Ember had already gotten the ‘answer’, the style of the DarkStar was never to just trust easily. 

Letting go of the rest easily was not a terrorist organization’s code of conduct. 

After Ember reported to the headquarters, this DarkStar spaceship had been on standby in the Fawn 

Galaxy and immediately jumped to intercept Peggy. Their first goal was Peggy’s spaceship route 

recorder so that they could search along the route where the Silvers were thrown out. The second was 

to interrogate Peggy. DarkStar believed that torture could get more information than normal inquiry—

pain could make people honest. 

Peggy was stunned. 

“Didn’t you already ask me?” 

“Indeed, I want you to tell us again...” the captain subconsciously replied. Suddenly, he paused, and his 

expression changed. 

Wait a minute! 

He thought that Peggy was referring to Ember, but with some thought, it did not make sense. Ember 

had pretended to be a mercenary, so how did Peggy recognize that Ember was a DarkStar member? 

Ember, who was listening from the side, opened his eyes wide in disbelief. “How could I have been 

exposed? I’m did not reveal any flaws!” 

“How did you know the person who asked you belonged to DarkStar!” The captain grabbed Peggy’s 

neck, slowly adding force. Peggy’s face turned purple, almost suffocating, and he opened his mouth with 

difficulty. 

“Th—the interrogator... clai—claimed to be a Dark—DarkStar agent, cough cough cough!” 

Ember frowned. “Captain Sarota, let go. You’re strangling him. Let him finish the whole story.” 

Captain Sarota backed off, and Peggy coughed loudly, as if he was going to cough out his lungs. 

Eventually, Peggy realized that something was wrong, and with a hoarse voice, he said while shivering, 

“A mysterious hooded man who claimed to be a DarkStar emissary found me. His target was that black 

bead as well, so I told him of its whereabouts. I have always admired you, so when he promised to let 

me join DarkStar as long as I lied to the next group of people that came to ask about the bead, I agreed 

readily. Not long after, a self-proclaimed mercenary came. I followed the orders that the DarkStar 

emissary gave me and got rid of him...” 

Self-proclaimed mercenary? That’s me! Ember realized. His face became very unpleasant, and his tone 

turned cold immediately. “So, you lied to me!” 



Peggy’s expression changed distinctly. “What? You’re the self-proclaimed mercenary? You guys are the 

real DarkStar, and that DarkStar emissary was a fake‽” 

The expressions on Sarota and Ember’s faces turned very serious. 

The situation suddenly complicated. There seemed to be another mysterious force that had their eyes 

on the Secret Message Bead, and they had even used DarkStar’s name to trick people. They must be 

tired of living! They were directly provoking DarkStar! Once they found the culprits, they would make 

them beg for death! 

The problem was... what was the mysterious force’s identity? Why did they know about the Secret 

Message Bead? Was their target the products inside the bead or to destroy DarkStar’s plan? Were they 

money driven, or were they DarkStar’s enemies? 

Ember was confident that he did not expose anything, so he was baffled. Which part went wrong and 

exposed him? 

He had thought of himself as a hunter, but in the shadows, there was a pair of eyes staring at them, 

hiding deeper than DarkStar, making his hair stand on end. 

More mysteries arose, and things were getting tricky and complicated. 

The first thought was a traitor in the organization, or how else would they know so much confidential 

intel? 

“What about the real whereabouts of the bead?” 

“I—I don’t know. I did not throw it into the outer space but took it with me. However, it was lost during 

the battle on Floating Dragon Island...” 

 

Ember had a freezing cold look. That imposter mysterious force wanted to mislead DarkStar. If they did 

not want to deliberately kill Peggy, they would have really fallen for it! 

Thinking back carefully about that mysterious force’s methods, it was secretive yet bold. They knew 

clearly that they were competing with DarkStar, but still they dared to pose as DarkStar, which meant 

that they had guessed their thought of keeping things confidential, grasped the psychology of all parties, 

and finally mislead both Peggy and DarkStar, toying with them between their fingers. And they had 

almost succeeded. This careful and precise way of thinking made Ember uncontrollably afraid. 

They came only a little bit late! 

“Since it was not thrown into outer space, it will be a simple matter. Go and thoroughly investigate all 

the forces involved in the scrimmage,” Sarota ordered, “with any means necessary. Pry open their 

mouths. There is bound to be a party that picked up the Secret Message Bead. It’s impossible to not 

have any witnesses.” 

“Some Wanted Criminals have left Floating Dragon, and they need to be intercepted by the mother 

ship.” Anger of having been toyed with was stacking up in Ember’s mind, and his tone was very cold. 

“Leave the people still on Floating Dragon to me.” 



“During the search for the whereabouts of the Secret Message Bead, inquire about intel on that 

mysterious force at the same time,” Sarota added. 

“I know.” Ember frowned. Although he agreed, he really did not have much clue about the mysterious 

force. 

“Wha—what about me?” 

Peggy did not have the same confidence that he had moments ago. He was panicking, but he felt that he 

had given them the intel and helped DarkStar to find out more about the hidden enemy, which should 

have been considered a contribution. 

Sarota glanced at him then gestured. The surrounding DarkStar warriors all raised their light energy 

rifles and aiming at the column. All the scavengers were frightened—they struggled and hastily begged 

for mercy. 

“Don’t kill me. It’s just a misunderstanding, I didn’t mean to deceive you! DarkStar is my idol. I have 

always wanted to fight for the cause of the hybrids. Please let me join you.” Peggy was trembling as he 

exclaimed. 

“You really want to dedicate yourself to DarkStar?” Sarota’s eyes flashed. 

“Yes, DarkStar is my faith! I would do anything for you.” Peggy hurriedly revealed his heart and 

expressed his loyalty. 

“Well, for us, you being dead is more useful than being alive. DarkStar appreciates your contribution,” 

Sarota sneered. 

The murder was the biggest purpose of the DarkStar for this trip. The fewer outsiders in the world that 

knew about the whereabouts of the Secret Message Bead, the better. 

Hum! 

Bright lights burst from the energy rifles, melting wounds in the scavengers one after another. The 

screams burst from the captives’ mouths before quickly weakening as they lost their breath. 

The laser expanded in Peggy’s eyes, and his line of sight became all white. He opened his eyes wide and 

roared, “No!” 

The dense wounds were all over his body. Peggy’s head fell limply to the side with his eyes wide open. 

He had died with so many regrets. 

He had thought that his dreams of joining the DarkStar was going to come true, but never had he 

expected that he would eventually die at the hands of DarkStar. 

Chapter 386: Talent Upgrade, Raid 

 

Two days later... 

Whoosh! 



The cooling storage case opened, and mist like liquid nitrogen spurted out. 

Haier’s arachnid legs operated the metal clamp, clipping out ten test tubes filled with silver reagents. 

This was a gene agent extracted from the Void Dragon’s spinal fluid. Void Dragons had very strong 

vitality, and their carcasses and spinal cords would remain active even after death, only completely 

vanishing after hundreds of years. By extracting the active factors, it could be made into a strong agent 

that could enhance physical fitness that most life forms could consume, including humans. 

“Ten refined Void Dragon Pith, these cute little things are yours.” The sharp teeth in Haier’s mouth 

moved, and the Insect Language was translated. 

The substantial reward that Floating Dragon had given to Han Xiao was fifty kilograms of Void Dragon 

Bones and ten tubes of Dragon Pith. It was originally one hundred kilograms of Void Dragon Bones, but 

he had asked for half of the bones to be changed to Dragon Pith. The effect of the Void Dragon Pith was 

a permanent increase in attributes with no side effects—it was extremely precious to the players. 

Han Xiao picked up a tube of Dragon Pith and observed it carefully. Its density was not as stagnant and 

thick as mercury—it was translucent and light silver colored. The agent was very pure and clear, with a 

faint glow. A notification popped up as soon as he picked it up. After confirmation, Han Xiao directly 

inserted one tube of Dragon Pith into the injection gun. 

A tremor came from the depths of his body like an electric current flowing through his whole body. Han 

Xiao shivered, and a tint of silver flashed in his eyes. 

 

You used [Refined Void Dragon Pith (High Concentration 42.2%)]. 

+3 STR, +4 END, +1 CHA 

 

Han Xiao’s action did not stop. He injected two more tubes, and the random increase in attributes for 

high concentration agents was in the higher numbers. After three consecutive injections, he received a 

total increase of eight Strength, eleven Endurance, and two Charisma. 

Agents that could permanently increase attributes usually had usage limitations. The Void Dragon Pith 

could only increase attributes three times, and it would not increase again after that. 

However, although attributes would not increase after three times, there was a hidden effect. If the 

dosage reached a certain level, the quantity accumulation would trigger a quality change, receiving the 

talent called [Void Genes]. Its effect on the surface included ordinary effects of increased speed and 

dodge rate, but the real benefit was that it would affect the choices during his race evolution. 

In his previous life, he had discovered this coincidentally. Since Void Dragon Pith was very rare and did 

not have any effect after three uses, the vast majority of people would not waste it. Han Xiao had to 

thank that willful rich person, or no one would have known about this secret. 

According to the cumulative effect, it would need about twenty low concentration tubes. In the case of 

high concentration ones... ten should be enough. 



After some rough calculations, he injected the Dragon Pith into his body one after another. More silver 

agents mixed into his blood, and he suddenly felt something. Some subtle changes were happening in 

his body, and the silver in his eyes became darker. 

Haier was surprised. “Hiss, hiss, hiss... Oh, I’m sorry, the translator dropped just now. You are injecting 

too much, are you not afraid of genetic mutation? Enough is enough.” 

Han Xiao shook his head, indicating that he could do it. It was genetic mutation that he wanted. 

At his seventh injection, Han Xiao body turned stiff. A cold and hot mixed feeling exploded in his body, 

and his legs became unsteady. He staggered, and his back hit the shelf as he wheezed heavily. His frown 

was so wrinkled that it could almost squeeze a fly. 

He clenched his teeth very strongly. All the nerve endings in his body were transmitting a sharp pain to 

his brain, and every vessel was beating and bulging! 

If there was a Super who was good at sensing present, they would discover that Han Xiao’s life rhythm 

was changing. Not only had it started surging and become stronger, there was also a mysterious trace of 

the void. 

 

You have gained the talent [Void Genes]! 

[Void Genes]: Your senses can detect the changes in space, giving you a stronger reaction speed and 

more flexibility. 

+28% Movement Speed, +15% Dodge Rate. 

 

After what felt like a century to Han Xiao, the pain slightly reduced. He heaved a sigh of relief, wiping the 

cold sweat on his forehead. Suddenly, he felt a bulge—its texture was a bit hard, like a scale. 

When he looked in the mirror, he found that his pupils had become silvery, and his eyebrows did not 

appear to be abnormal, but he clearly felt a diamond-shaped piece of skin stiffening. 

He controlled the energy in his body. When the cells in his body became active, this piece of diamond 

skin turned from a flesh color to bright silver. It was very obvious. 

“Ooh! What’s up with you‽” 

Han Xiao was surprised that this silver mark not only did not destroy his handsomeness but also 

increased his fashion. 

This was the new organ from the gene mutation, used to increase the perception of space. 

He opened the interface and took a look. There was another talent that had also changed. After he saw 

the notification clearly, Han Xiao opened his eyes wide, overjoyed. 

 



Your talent [Basic Strengthened Life] has upgraded. The original talent has changed into [Intermediate 

Strengthened Life]. 

 

Han Xiao had gotten this Molding Talent long ago. It had accompanied him through many dangers, and 

the last time was through the injection of another gene agent. This Void Dragon Pith had made this 

talent evolve again. The conversion ratio of Endurance to HP increased from 1:15 to 1: 30—it doubled—

and there was an extra effect of +25% Resistance. 

This was a completely unexpected surprise. Players could not possess Molding Talents, so this was the 

first Han Xiao had heard about Molding Talents being able to be upgraded. His maximum health directly 

increased by more than 4,000 points, equivalent to one-third of the original amount. 

I have walked too far on the path of a tank; I’m past the point of no return now. 

Han Xiao’s eyes were shining as he secretly speculated. More precious genetic agents can increase the 

level of Strengthened Life. If I want to upgrade, I need to inject more genetic drugs into my body... 

However, the genetic agents cannot be used indiscriminately, or it might cause rejection and turn into 

gene distortion or even gene collapse. That would be a miserable end for me. The best choices have to be 

agents like this that have no side effects. 

This discovery gave Han Xiao a new idea. His need for powerful Molding Talents would continue to 

become more urgent, but unfortunately, they were not easy to get. He held onto the remaining three 

tubes of Dragon Pith—this kind of precious item was just right to be used as a ‘Favorability bait’. He 

could set an extremely high price for it and let the players toil willingly from the bottom of their hearts. 

After collecting the materials, the communicator rang. Jenny had sent a communication request. 

 

“Black Star, Lord Ames wants to see you.” 

A new panel of virtual holographic image popped out from the communicator, and Ames’ delicate face 

appeared. She was floating in the vacuum space directly with her body, surrounded by force field 

protection. Countless rays of light surged behind her, as if every inch of space was filled up. She seemed 

to be fighting a strong enemy. However, the lights were all deflected by the invisible force field barrier, 

falling like bombs onto the unpopulated planet under her feet. 

Apparently, the battle had lasted quite some time—a tenth of the planet had disintegrated, like an apple 

that had been bitten once. Shattered meteors and dust rotated around the planet, mixed with the gas 

and forming a ‘cloud ring’. If they fought any longer, this planet might end its life billions of years in 

advance... 

With just a glance Han Xiao was sure that Ames was fighting another beyond A grade Super of the 

Shattered Star Ring. In less than three days, the Galactic News would definitely broadcast the following 

content. 

Shattered Star Ring News: Two super strong individuals fought willfully, innocent planet turned into 

tragedy! 



Beyond grade A Supers destroyed the environment with evil intentions, Planet Protection Association 

expressed strong condemnation! 

Today’s Planet Code Cancellation List. 

... 

Speaking of it, it seems like it was because of the news that Ames was not in a good mood and looked for 

someone to fight. How unfortunate for a young planet... 

Han Xiao’s eyes twitched. He coughed and asked, “Your Excellency, Dragon Emperor, what mission do 

you have for me?” 

Ames spoke, but no sound was heard. She realized something, then controlled the force field and 

grabbed a large pile of gas from the planet. Shrouded herself in an artificial atmosphere, and only then 

was there sound. 

“I’ve listened to Jenny’s report. Your team has excellent combat capability, and it’s a waste for you to 

stay on Floating Dragon Island. Anyway, you were mercenaries originally, so I approve of your activities 

to be outside. Furthermore, I have a suitable mission for you. You’ve met my teacher, so help me find 

information on him,” Ames said. 

He had made a request to Jenny a few days ago, with the excuse that there was enough manpower on 

Floating Dragon Island, and him staying here was a waste. He thus applied for the field activities. 

Floating Dragon Island only had the guards, butlers, and logistics, but they lacked field forces, and the 

immortal Black Star Mercenary Group was the best choice. At least there was no need to worry about 

loss. Jenny felt that it was justified and reported to Ames, and Ames never doubter her employees. She 

did not worry about Han Xiao leaving her after leaving Floating Dragon Island. 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

He did not have to be trapped on Floating Dragon Island—this was great news. It would not delay the 

development time for his mercenary group faction. Although Floating Dragon was great, he had only 

joined because he had no choice. As long as he could move freely, the distress that this problem had 

caused him would be greatly reduced. 

The result was finalized, and Han Xiao hung up the communication, feeling very good. The superiors of 

the three armies would soon arrive, and then he could follow them back to complete the mission. 

“Things are going so well.” Han Xiao had a happy face. Was he finally getting lucky after all the unlucky 

events that he had been through? 

Aroshia was waiting at the door until Han Xiao waved his hand and took her away from the warehouse. 

He was worried about leaving Aroshia to run around alone, so he always brought her along whenever he 

was free. 

He entered a deserted street, and after walking for a while, the relaxed expression on Han Xiao’s face 

suddenly vanished. Han Xiao frowned, feeling that the atmosphere was strange. He took a step and 

shielded Aroshia behind her back, then looked around vigilantly. 

“Good senses.” 



The voice of a person seemed to come out of nowhere. With a cold tone of judgment, containing the 

confidence of his own superior strength, Han Xiao felt the voice was familiar. 

At the same time, hard walls suddenly extended from the ground around them, covered the sky, and 

trapped the two of them like a cage. 

The soldiers of the DarkStar Task Force appeared and surrounded the two people. 

Ember stood at the forefront. He stared at Han Xiao with an expressionless face, as if everything was 

under his control. 

“Black Star Mercenary Group captain, we need your help. Come with us. Not resisting will save you 

some pain.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes became extremely serious. 

Chapter 387: Familiar, Witness! 

 

Two days ago, DarkStar had coincidentally seen through Peggy’s lies. Because of that, they had changed 

the strategy. They did not have to look for a needle in a haystack anymore. Since the Secret Message 

Bead was on Floating Dragon Island, they only needed to lock onto the organizations involved in the 

scrimmage at the dock to find out who picked up the bead. The search range became countless times 

smaller. 

The mercenaries had been the main cause of the scrimmage at the dock, so they were the main focus. 

Sky Ring, Blades, and Purple Gold had all been captured; only Han Xiao’s Black Star Mercenary Group 

was free to move around. Ember was not stupid enough to attack the prison; hence, Han Xiao became 

the most suitable target. 

And so, they laid this ambush. 

Seize Black star, take control of the captain of this small mercenary group, make him obey orders 

obediently, then use his identity to move in and out of prison to asked whether the Secret Message 

Bead had been picked up by any other mercenary. 

After all, the first line of ‘DarkStar Task Force Action Manual’ was ‘In order to reduce the risk of exposure 

during field missions, avoid using violence as much as possible if the target can be bribed with money—

most of the money spent can be snatched back.’ 

But from what DarkStar knew, the mysterious forces that plotted for the Secret Message Bead were 

hidden on Floating Dragon Island. That force had come to know the truth before them and was very 

likely to have contacted the mercenaries before them. After what happened with Peggy, Ember did not 

want to be toyed once again. So, he decided to do things the simple way, by using force. 

As a member of a large, violent terrorist organization, they always felt a sense of superiority when facing 

mercenaries. They were like a god of death hiding in the dark, cool and stylish. Whereas mercenaries 

were like labor workers, without belief and would do anything for money, not even matching up to 

bounty hunters, who were dedicated to catching wanted criminals. 



Saying ‘I am from DarkStar’ and ‘I am a mercenary’ felt completely different. 

The name of DarkStar was feared by countless races. In contrast, although the mercenary industry was 

extremely large, it was scattered. It was like the difference between a stone and a sand castle. DarkStar 

would only pay attention if it were large armies like Sky Ring and Blades. In the case of a small 

mercenary group with around fifty members and their strongest member being only trade B, it was a 

piece of cake. 

“Who are you people?” Han Xiao asked deliberately while narrowing his eyes. 

“A word of advice for you, if you want to live a little longer, put away your curiosity and don’t ask about 

our identity. Don’t get caught up in trouble,” Ember said coldly. 

He thought that Han Xiao would definitely be surprised by their identity. 

What he did not know was that Han Xiao was the witness the night they took the slaves away. Thinking 

that this was their first encounter with Black Star, they maintained their mysterious identity to put 

pressure on Black Star, not knowing that Han Xiao knew exactly who they were. 

Han Xiao looked around. The walls Ember built formed a colosseum-like cage. There was a total of eight 

DarkStar warriors surrounding him in the middle. In addition to Ember, the other seven were not some 

nobodies—they were all grade B Supers. 

Seven opponents with the same grade, plus Ember who was grade B+. The increase in difficulty when 

facing multiple opponents was not as simple as addition. With a variety of abilities working 

collaboratively, Han Xiao was unsure of how long he could last against them. Furthermore, he had the 

burden of Aroshia, so it was a tricky situation. 

Han Xiao tried to use the communication channel, only to hear the sound of electric currents. 

“Don’t waste your time. Strong signal disruption devices have been planted nearby, so no messages can 

be sent out. You can’t call for help,” Ember said indifferently. 

“It seems that you think you’ve got me in the palm of your hands.” Han Xiao kept calm and said, “Since I 

have no way to escape, tell me what is it that you want me to do, and maybe we can agree to some 

terms. I don’t want to fight a meaningless battle.” 

“We want you to ask the mercenaries about the whereabouts of a black bead,” Ember said. 

Hearing this, Han Xiao analyzed quickly in his mind without changing his expression. 

It seemed that DarkStar was able to pry out the truth from the mouth of Peggy. They most likely also 

knew that there is an impostor using their name who is also competing for the Secret Message Bead. But 

they don’t know that the impostor is me. I’ve been attacked this time not because I’m exposed but 

because I happen to be one of the targets. This is very crucial. They don’t know I have the bead. If I 

pretend to cooperate, I might be able to get myself out of this. 

He was more concerned about how much DarkStar knew. At this point, it seemed that he just happened 

to be a typical mercenary—him imposing as a DarkStar agent had not been exposed. 



Compromising with DarkStar was not out of the question. If giving up the Secret Message Bead could be 

exchanged for an opportunity of joining DarkStar, thus infiltrating the enemy, it could be considered a 

chance as well. Yet, the risk of that was unknown and hard to measure. 

Han Xiao squinted and behaved like he did not seem to know what the bead was. “This is just a small 

matter. I can help, so there’s no need to use force.” 

Ember took out a small transparent box containing a large number of nanotechnology insects the size of 

sand that were used to control the brain and heart. They would be able to take one’s life anytime once 

injected into the body. “After you inject this, then we can talk about our cooperation.” 

“Looks like I don’t have a choice.” Han Xiao shook his head. The mechanical suit covered his body in an 

instant. 

 

Injecting the nanotechnology insects meant that his life would be in someone else’s hands, and he 

would never agree to that. Therefore, there was only one choice. 

Fight! 

Electromagnetic firearms bounced out of the mechanical suit one after another. Energy flew out like 

electric currents, covered in lightning in the size of filaments. Han Xiao was not only holding firearms in 

both his hands, but he also controlled the rest of the firearms with his energy, firing in all directions. 

Tu tu tu tu! 

In an instant, bullets covered in blue lightning blossomed outward from Han Xiao in the center like a 

dark blue rose! 

A battle suddenly erupted! 

[Moving Snipe], [Field Controlling Vision], [Magnetic Vision—Data Flow], [Surging Mechanical Force], 

and [Overload]—a variety of abilities were activated by Han Xiao instantly. The explosive power of these 

abilities shocked the DarkStar soldiers as they dodged and blocked the abilities in their own ways. 

“A waste of time.” 

Ember controlled the dust and turned it into a shield, blocking the bullets. His face was calm. To him, no 

matter what the enemy’s fighting method was, as long as their grade was lower than his, it would all be 

meaningless. He could defeat then in a blink of an eye unless they were immune to his power. 

Hum! 

Ember activated his power and extended his senses. His vision changed, and Ember could ‘see’ Han 

Xiao’s body’s atomic structure clearly. The carbon element was marked with light, covering his body like 

a river. Ember controlled these carbon elements with ease—he had done this countless times. 

However, it was like Han Xiao’s body suddenly became a mountain. The Esper power that had worked 

countless times did not work this time. Ember could not control any carbon atoms in his body; its 

structure was unshakeable. 



The calmness on the face of the Ember was suddenly broken and replaced by dismay. 

“It’s you!” 

Ember stared suspiciously at Han Xiao. 

It turned out that the witness on that night who caused the mission to fail was this mercenary group 

captain, Black Star! 

Chapter 388: Amphiptere, Shattered! 

 

“You’re the one that attacked the slave market!” 

Han Xiao acted shocked as well like he had only just recognized Ember. 

According to the intel that DarkStar had, he was just an unimportant passerby. As soon as they got into a 

battle, the fact that he was the witness who briefly battled Ember would definitely be discovered. From 

Ember’s perspective, they had only met once, when they attacked the slave market. Hence, he acted as 

if he recognized Ember as the attacker of that night from his Esper power. It was a normal reaction. 

There was another reason he faked this—to hide the fact that he knew about the truth of DarkStar. 

At the moment of being attacked, these thoughts were already brewing in Han Xiao’s head. 

And as expected, seeing his surprise, Ember totally did not have any thought of him being the 

mysterious man who discovered DarkStar’s identity. 

On the night of the attack, due to the area being in a blackout and them wearing a mask and mechanical 

suit, they did not know each other’s identity. And now, they met coincidentally again. 

Han Xiao was the first person that was immune to Ember’s [Carbon Atom Deconstruction] despite being 

one grade lower. Although it was just a short battle, he had left such a strong impression on Ember that 

he would not be able to forget. 

Ember was shocked. He swept away his careless attitude, and his eyes were filled with curiosity and 

battle desire. “Our last battle was too short to determine a winner. This time, I’m not in a rush.” 

The witness was the reason that the attack had been exposed, and his real identity was their target this 

time—Black Star. With both old and new grudges, Ember was full of fighting spirit. He decided to go all 

out this time. 

Ember’s hand grabbed the air, and black carbon dust formed a straight double-edged diamond sword, 

extremely hard yet flexible due to Ember’s powers. 

Boom! 

At the same time, endless black dust shot out from the ground everywhere, trying to aim for the gaps in 

the mechanical suit. 

Han Xiao felt the pressure from the increased fighting spirit of the enemy. 



Initially, Ember had thought that dealing with Han Xiao would be a simple mission, but he realized that 

he was wrong. This was a tough opponent. Thus, he became serious and faced Han Xiao with the 

attitude of facing a strong enemy. 

Hu! 

Seven Sonic Spheres flew out and hovered in the air, creating an amplification field. The space inside the 

cell created by Ember was limited, perfect for sonic attacks. 

With the Scythe in his hands, the Hovering Shield Shuttle hovering around his body, and the light shining 

from the armor pieces on his hand, arms, and legs, Han Xiao was at his peak performance. 

Due to the signal interference, Han Xiao could not activate the backup parts that were far away. He 

could only battle with the mechanical suit’s basic mode—there was no backup equipment. It was very 

disadvantageous for a Mechanic. 

“Hide aside,” Han Xiao said as he pushed Aroshia away. He swung the scythe and slashed at the wall, but 

it did not even leave a scratch. 

He frowned. The wall was too hard, and there was no way to break through. 

The only choice left was to fight. 

This time, the seven DarkStar warriors struck. Three Pugilists covered in flames surrounded Han Xiao in a 

triangle shape. 

Bang! 

With a swing of the scythe, they clashed! 

The aftershock echoed in the prison cell! 

Aroshia was forced to the edge and could only watch. 

Ember was very curious about Han Xiao’s ability to resist his powers. Anyway, the signal disruption 

device was already set up, and Black Star could not call for backup, so there was plenty of time to find 

out. 

As Han Xiao was attacked and having a tough fight, all the players far away on the other side of the 

floating island who were doing their duty in aircrafts triggered a new mission. 

 

[Urgent Mission – Backup] 

Mission Introduction: Your captain has been ambushed and is engaged in a tough fight. As a member of 

the mercenary group, you are his backup. 

Mission Requirements: Arrive at the scene quickly and provide backup for Black Star. The coordinates 

are... 

Reward: Depends on the speed and number of the backup. 



Rejection Consequence: -300 Black Star Mercenary Group Favorability 

 

All the players became spirited. 

... 

The Esper’s power was very strong. Not only was it strong in close-quarter combat, but it could also 

control countless dust particles and turn them into spears to strike or tentacles to constrain Han Xiao’s 

mobility. The most dangerous threat of that ability was the dust infiltrating into the gaps of the 

mechanical suit that changed their form inside the suit to destroy Amphiptere’s interior. At least one-

third of the damage came from Ember. 

The seven DarkStar warriors had very good cooperation—three Pugilist to limit Han Xiao’s mobility at 

close range through exchanging hits, one Esper that could secret acid, and another that could inject 

energy in the galaxy into specially made metals and turn them into bombs. These two Espers were 

hiding at the side while throwing acid and metal balls at Han Xiao. 

There was one more Mechanic who was good at electromagnetic disruption and smart hacking, 

connecting to Amphiptere through his own combat suit and disrupting Amphiptere’s system through the 

hacking program that he wrote. He was even trying to take control of Amphiptere. Han Xiao’s smart 

technology was still within the bounds of basic knowledge, so he had no choice but to turn off most auto 

functions and leave only the nerves connection controls on, to stop detection and analysis as well as to 

prevent Amphiptere’s system from being taken over. This Mechanic was also controlling numerous 

shield generators to block attacks for his teammates. 

The last one was an Electric Mage. His cooperation with Ember was the closest, unleashing his electric 

sorcery by using the carbon dust as a bridge. Ember turned them into graphene, which was more 

conductive, to increase the power, attacking Han Xiao from all directions and burning the internals of 

Amphiptere. 

Boom boom boom! 

Attacks rained down on Amphiptere, and the number of wounds gradually increased. Facing seven 

enemies of the same grade and one whose grade was even higher than his own, Han Xiao was like facing 

a terrifying tsunami—he could hardly fight back. 

 

Even with [Snake—Devil] activated, he could just barely hold on. 

The mechanical suit’s durability dropped very quickly. After only a few minutes into the fight, it was 

already at sixteen percent, close to being completely destroyed. 

Han Xiao took a deep breath. He poured all the energy into the mobility device, and with a sharp arc, he 

escaped from the close-range battle and headed straight for the Esper who could secrete acid. He closed 

in extremely quickly while firing a shot at the Mechanic to make sure he could not control the shield to 

protect his teammate. Then, with a swing of the scythe, he was about to slash at the Esper. 



“Burst!” Ember yelled as he clenched his fist. Before Han Xiao could land the attack, Ember could give 

the wounded Amphiptere one last attack to destroy it! 

Countless spikes formed inside Amphiptere within a second! 

The mechanical suit became covered in holes and was on the brink of shattering. 

At this moment, a blurry white light bloomed. Amphiptere, which was about to shatter, came back 

together like a miracle, and its energy level recovered to its prime. 

Machinery Continuation! 

“What!” Ember was shocked and surprised. The attack that he had been so confident in could not break 

Han Xiao’s suit, and it was now too late to stop him. 

The acid Esper initially believed that Ember could stop Han Xiao, but now he was horrified and could 

only watch the scythe growing in his vision. 

Flaming Will! 

Swoosh! 

With a flash of light, blood spilled all over. A ferocious wound extended from the acid Esper’s head to his 

chin, spitting his face in half. 

His health dropped a large chunk in an instant. 

“Ahhh!” 

The acid Esper fell to the ground and writhed in agony as blood gushed out from his face. Ember hastily 

moved him away before Han Xiao could land another hit. 

The next moment, Amphiptere crumbled into pieces. 

Machinery Continuation made Amphiptere last for five seconds longer, and in this time, Han Xiao landed 

this hit and heavily injured one of the enemies even while he was under siege. 

Han Xiao was breathing heavily. He had wanted to get rid of that guy a long time ago—it was so 

disgusting to have him keep spitting acid at him. 

Ember had a very gloomy expression. His subordinate was heavily injured, and his mistake was partly to 

blame. Anger arose from inside his heart. 

This was a pure accident, and it was not going to happen again. Black Star had reached his limit after 

lasting for so long. From the moment his mechanical suit shattered, he was a sheep waiting to be 

butchered and would not have any chance to fight back anymore. 

A Mechanic that lost his machines was at most half as strong! 

“This is it for you. I’ve said before, you can save yourself a lot of pain if you don’t resist, and I am a man 

of my word...” 

Ember then said with freezing cold eyes, “Are you ready to feel pain?” 



Amphiptere shattered, and the backup mechanical suit could not be summoned. Han Xiao’s body had no 

more protection. He glanced at the broken parts all over the floor, but his expression did not change at 

all. He did not seem to be bothered about his current situation. He casually placed the black scythe on 

his shoulders and said, “Don’t celebrate too soon. The fight only ends when I can’t fight anymore.” 

The Great Mechanic Han was never one to back away from a fight. 

Chapter 389: What Monster Are You‽ 

 

Broken parts were all over the floor, including the Sonic Spheres and the Hovering Shield Shuttle. The 

scythe was a melee weapon, so it was very hard. Its blade was quite wide and could be used as a shield. 

This was the only weapon that Han Xiao was left with. 

Zoom! 

The hovering carbon dust in the cell transformed into sharp cones pointing at the ground, which then 

fell down like rain. The area covered was very large, so every dodge direction was locked down. 

If the target had a mechanical suit, this kind of large area attack would not be so much of a threat. 

However, Black Star’s mechanical suit had already been destroyed by him. A Mechanic without 

protection was fragile. 

Ember did not want to kill Han Xiao—they had to capture him alive after all—but he was very willing to 

make Han Xiao suffer. He was only aiming at non-lethal spots. 

Swoosh! 

The scythe deflected the approaching sharp cones, but they were endless with Ember’s control. Han 

Xiao deflected and shielded himself from whatever he could, and he was left with no choice but to let 

the rest hit him. 

Electric shaped energy covered his body and formed a layer of protection. The sharp cones shattered 

upon hitting his body, only causing scratches. 

Ember controlled his power casually and said with a cold voice, “As a Mechanic, you never learned close 

range tactics. You don’t have as much energy as a Pugilist, and your attributes are totally different from 

a Pugilist’s. Yet, you want to fight like a Pugilist. If you were a Mechanical Pugilist maybe you’d stand a 

chance, but you’re just a Mechanic. How long do you think you can last? Your resistance is futile. Are 

you still not giving up?” 

Attacks were coming from every angle in the battlefield. The other DarkStar warriors left the area and 

stopped fighting. They stood aside and waited for their captain to defeat Black Star. After all, Ember 

could easily defeat an enemy without his fangs, so there was no need to help. 

The result was certain. 

Boom! 



Suddenly, with a stomp that cracked the ground, Han Xiao dashed toward the DarkStar Mechanic like a 

flash of lightning. He was not deflecting the attacks anymore, and he let the countless sharp cones hit 

his body. With a flick of the wrist, the blade of the scythe split open and turned into around eight pieces 

of electromagnetic blades covered in electrical sparks, spinning and forming a drill shape! 

“Take my Electric Dragon Drill!” Han Xiao yelled. The drill penetrated the shield that the DarkStar 

Mechanic urgently generated and sent him flying. The DarkStar Mechanic’s combat suit turned burnt 

black from the electric, and the broken parts were flashing with electrical sparks. His suit was 

malfunctioning due to the damages. 

“You maniac, you’re looking for death!” The face of the other DarkStar warriors changed in an instant. 

They were shocked that despite facing such concentrated attacks from Ember, Han Xiao still dared to 

give up on his defenses and chose to attack instead. Although Han Xiao was able to succeed due to them 

having their guard down, this attack did not cause much of a problem. They were all Supers of the same 

grade, so they would not be killed this easily. On the other hand, this act caused Han Xiao to get hit by a 

lot more attacks. 

“Looks like you’re not going to compromise, quite the spirit you have,” Ember complimented sincerely, 

then shook his head expressionlessly. “But resistance is futile, and it shows you have nothing up your 

sleeves anymore. Yet, you’re dreaming of fighting a way out... My patience is limited. Since you can’t 

comprehend your situation, we’ll have to beat you to near death for you to figure it out.” 

This time, Ember decided to not use his large area attacks anymore. The DarkStar warriors received 

Ember’s order and joined the fight, surrounding Han Xiao. 

Without the aid of his suit, Han Xiao was instantly placed in a precarious position. Facing the storm like 

attacks, he could only passively defend himself. Any movement or dodge was stopped by the enemies’ 

tacit cooperation. He was forced to remain in one place and unable to fight back. 

Boom! 

Attacks blasted onto Han Xiao like a tsunami, the continuous explosions stirred up the dust and blocked 

their vision. 

Aroshia, who was standing at the side, could only see the lightning, bombs, spears, and energy enter the 

thick dust countless times, but she could not see Han Xiao. Endless explosions and clanking sounds filled 

her ears, but there was no growl or scream of agony. Other than the sound of the battle, she could not 

hear Han Xiao making any sound at all. 

Seeing this, Aroshia suddenly had the urge to stop everything. An unknown impulse drove her to take 

action. However, at this time, Ember suddenly raised his hand, and they stopped attacking. 

“That’s enough, he should be heavily injured by now. Cuff him and let’s get out of here immediately...” 

Bang! 

Before Ember finished his sentence, the sound of the ground cracking came out of the dust! 

Han Xiao shot out like a cannon, covered in wounds and dragging a tail of dust behind him. Even after 

taking so many attacks, his wounds were all light wounds, and none of them penetrated deeply. 



With energy flickering around his body, his scythe slashed down in a flash! 

Clank! 

Ember’s diamond arm and Han Xiao’s scythe clashed, and the sparks lit up Ember’s stunned expression. 

“How can you be okay‽” 

They were shocked. 

After receiving so much damage, even if he was a Pugilist of the same level instead of a Mechanic, he 

would have been heavily injured. Yet, Han Xiao was still so alive! 

How are you more tanky than a Pugilist‽ 

“Hehe...” Han Xiao looked up. Half of his face was covered with blood, but his face was full of mockery. 

He laughed with a husky voice and said, “Is this all you have? Are you scratching an itch for me?” 

Ember’s face was filled with rage. He activated his power, and carbon atoms turned into a snake, hitting 

Han Xiao’s chest heavily, pushing him back in the midst of dust, and pressing him on the floor. 

“Continue!” Ember yelled furiously. 

So what if you’re tanky? You’re nothing but a living target. We’re the ones that have the upper hand! 

The DarkStar warriors took a deep breath and raised their focus level once again. Attacks submerged 

Han Xiao for the second time. 

This time, the attacks were more violent. Dangerous attacks came from Ember continuously, and his 

eyes were vicious. He had no intention of holding back. 

Seeing this, ripples formed in Aroshia’s eyes. She took a few steps forward, picked up an 

electromagnetic handgun that Han Xiao had dropped earlier, raised her hands, and fired at Ember. 

Ding ding ding! 

The needle bullets were deflected by Ember’s diamond skin. 

Ember turned around and snorted. With a casual swing of his hand, he controlled the carbon element in 

Aroshia ‘s body and slapped her into the floor, immobilizing her. 

When the ambush was launched, Ember had already felt Aroshia ‘s presence—she was just an ordinary 

person. So, Ember did not care about her and left her on the side. Now that she had fired at him, Ember 

was not bothered at all. He kept her under control casually and continued to focus on dealing with Han 

Xiao. 

After a rather long period of continuous attacks, even the terrain had changed. The ground where Han 

Xiao was standing became a near-one-meter-deep hole, covered in a thick dust that blocked the vision. 

“Stop.” 

 



Ember’s breath was a little rapid, his power caused him a lot of energy. The DarkStar warriors backed off 

with a few beads of sweat rolling down their forehead, tired as well. It became quiet as they stopped. 

“Is he still alive?” The DarkStar warriors looked at the hole. 

“Not dead yet. I can feel his presence. It’s very weak—he’s really almost dead this time,” Ember said 

with confidence. 

However, the next moment, Ember’s face suddenly changed dramatically. The weak presence that he 

felt became stronger in a very strange way and was recovering at an unbelievable speed. 

In the midst of the dust, the outline of a person slowly stood up. Like there was an unknown magical 

force, everyone’s eyes were staring at that outline. 

Ta, ta, ta! 

Every sound of footsteps felt like they were stepping right on Ember’s heart. 

A black scythe extended out of the mist first, filled with cracks. Just as it appeared in everyone’s sight, it 

shattered into pieces and turned into a pile of waste. 

Right after, Han Xiao walked out, everyone’s eyes turned to look at him. The next moment, disbelief 

filled their eyes. 

Han Xiao was covered in dust, but all his wounds were nowhere to be found. He cracked his neck, 

looking livelier than ever. 

“Are you done?” His tone was laid back, sounding like he had just woken up. 

Ember was dumbfounded. 

How could Han Xiao’s wounds heal themselves? Did he have a regeneration power? 

Even the alloy scythe shattered, yet the person was unharmed. Han Xiao was very much alive—he was 

harder than the alloy scythe! 

The people doing the beating were tired, whereas the one taking the beating was still very alive. How 

the hell were they going to continue‽ 

Han Xiao stared at the people of DarkStar and stretched his body. 

“If you’re not done, I will continue playing with you.” 

He had given out the mission to the players long ago, so he was not panicking at all. Furthermore, he 

had Aurora’s Character Summon Card, with only one effect—Full recovery, simple and powerful, six 

usages. Just now, when his health was lower than fifteen percent, he used it. 

Han Xiao was very tanky to start with, and with this ability, these DarkStar warriors would not be able to 

kill him even by exhausting themselves. 

Ember’s expression changed from surprised to shocked, horrified, then stopped at fear! 

His posture became lower and not casual anymore. It became very serious. 



This was the sign of him facing a dangerous enemy! 

When facing Han Xiao, Ember had taken it very lightly and casually in the beginning. Only when he 

realized that Han Xiao was immune to his power did he take him more seriously. He had thought that he 

was serious enough, but he realized that he had still underestimated Han Xiao. 

In the short time since the start of the battle, Han Xiao had surprised him continuously. His impression 

of Han Xiao was completely overthrown! 

Ember stared at Han Xiao and said word by word, “What monster are you‽” 

Chapter 390: Aroshia, Grade A Chain Mission (1) 

 

The DarkStar warriors looked at Ember with the questioning gazes. 

Ember stared at Han Xiao. He was in a dilemma. The time that they had spent there was beyond their 

expectations. They had thought that they could capture Han Xiao in no time, but they had never 

expected him to have such tough abilities to deal with. Furthermore, they were not sure how strong Han 

Xiao’s regeneration ability was and how many more times he could recover. 

Ember was confident that Han Xiao definitely had a limit. The problem was, how long would it take for 

him to reach that limit? Han Xiao’s toughness drastically exceeded the average of a Mechanic. They had 

heavily wounded him once, but their energy and endurance were limited. Their breathing was faster 

than usual, and their hearts were pumping fast. The nonstop attacks made the DarkStar warriors tired 

and unable to reach their maximum performance. 

Retreat or continue? Ember hesitated. This time, he suddenly saw Han Xiao look up at the sky that was 

blocked by the cell he had created, with mockery on his face. 

Before they could react, violent explosions blasted outside the cell. The walls trembled, and cracks 

appeared. 

Boom! 

( B oxnovel.c om ) The wall above their head suddenly burst into pieces as a searchlight pierced in. 

Numerous aircrafts hovered above in the sky, aiming their laser cannons at DarkStar’s people. 

“Drop your weapons and surrender immediately!” Herlous yelled through the speaker. 

The faces of the DarkStar warriors changed. 

“Sh*t, the guards are here. The ambush only lasted a few minutes, and we just checked there were no 

patrols nearby. Did a team of guards just happen to pass by? Lucky him!” 

Less than ten minutes had passed since the start of the ambush to the end of the battle. As the speed 

and reaction of Supers grew stronger, the number of actions that they could complete in a second 

became higher as well. During the battle, time would feel much slower in their senses, and every second 

would feel ten or even a hundred times slower. Opponents of the same level could make use of every 



small detail during the battle and exchange hits at a very high speed. However, in the eyes of ordinary 

people, they could only see shadows and phantoms. 

“It isn’t luck. The people on the aircraft are all Black Star’s subordinates. He must’ve called for backup!” 

“How did he get through the signal disruption‽” someone exclaimed with disbelief. 

Ember stared at Han Xiao and said in a deep voice, “I admit I underestimated you this time. Black Star, 

I’ll remember your name. Retreat!” 

Just as he finished his sentence, the cell collapsed in an instant and turned into black dust all over the 

place, obstructing signal detectors and vision. 

This moment, Ember took out a metal rod. He held onto both ends and twisted, activating the device. A 

blue dot of light appeared in the middle, its light covering three meters. The DarkStar warriors quickly 

walked into the area covered in blue light. Then, Ember twisted the metal rod once again right after. The 

blue dot contracted and turned into a string of flashes. The people and the dust inside the area 

disappeared without a trace. 

When the dust dispersed, Han Xiao wiped off the dust on his face and walked over to the place where 

Ember and the others disappeared from. He squatted down and swept away the dust on the floor, 

uncovering a circle mark on the ground. 

“Directional Short Distance Teleporter, leaves almost no trace behind... We can’t chase them.” Han Xiao 

shook his head, a little helpless. Compared to the others, DarkStar’s technology was rather ahead of its 

time, at least very ahead of him at this moment. 

( B oxnovel.c om ) The aircrafts circled around and did not find anything. They landed, and Han Xiao gave 

them the mission completion reward. 

The backup forced Ember to retreat and made DarkStar’s plan to kidnap him fail. However, Han Xiao 

could not be glad about it. Ember’s failure would definitely make DarkStar pay more attention to him. 

He had showcased quite a number of his abilities, so he could not keep a low profile anymore. 

With the first attack, there was most likely going to be a second one. Han Xiao did not have enough 

power currently to face such a large organization, and his career as a mercenary group would be 

affected as well. 

Looking back, it was all because the job that they had been hired to do that caused them to 

coincidentally meet with DarkStar’s conspiracy. As long as they were going to save the Silvers, whether 

he had the Secret Message Bead or not, he would definitely attract DarkStar’s attention in the end. He 

had no idea DarkStar was involved in this in the start. Anyway, there was no way to make time go 

backward. At least he now knew DarkStar’s target and had the key item—the Secret Message Bead—in 

his hands. Not only did he successfully make Ember retreat, he also successfully hid the truth of him 

knowing about the Secret Message Bead. He was still not exposed. 

It’s better not to give the Secret Message Bead to DarkStar; it’s too risky. DarkStar’s way of doing things 

is very merciless, so exposing too much would put me in danger,Han Xiao thought. 

Herlous walked behind him and asked with concern, “Are you okay?” 



“Not hurt much, you guys arrived right on time.” Han Xiao waved his hand. 

It was the players who had taken the initiative to request reinforcements this time. Herlous had been 

doubtful at first, and now he had confirmed that Han Xiao and these subordinates of his had some sort 

of telepathy. 

“Who were these enemies? Why did they ambush you?” 

“They’re the brutes that attacked the slave market. I recognized the power of one of them, they 

probably want revenge,” Han Xiao said casually. He turned and walked to Aroshia, then helped her up. 

Aroshia shook her head, signally that she was not hurt. 

Han Xiao contemplated and said, “There’s a very high energy reaction inside your body, but you don’t 

know how to use it.” 

He had seen Aroshia firing earlier and saw that Ember kept her under control in an instant—she was of 

no help at all. If Aroshia could fight when they were ambushed, he would not have ended up fighting 

alone. 

Han Xiao was not an irresponsible person; it was impossible for him to abandon her once the mission 

was complete. Since he had taken Aroshia away, she had to join the mercenary group. He did not need 

someone who was a burden, and Aroshia had a lot of potential—she was worth cultivating. If she 

became a Super, at least she would not be a burden, and she might even be helpful. 

“There’s energy in my body?” Aroshia looked down and pressed on her heart. “Really?” 

“You definitely have the talent to become a Super. I can teach you to realize your potential and become 

a Super so that your talent will not be wasted,” Han Xiao said. 

( B oxnovel.c om ) “You want me to learn the Super knowledges?” 

Han Xiao shrugged his shoulders and said, “I don’t know who you were before, but since you lost your 

memories, you need to learn again. Maybe you were a very strong Super before—you might improve at 

an unbelievable speed.” 

“There’s one thing I never said,” Aroshia said slowly, “I apparently am some sort of Space Wonder. You 

can’t bring me away.” 

Han Xiao was stunned in place. 

“They said that I won’t really die. I will revive after I die and go back to the initial amnesia state, losing 

the memory of everything before I died. I remember I have been ‘alive’ for three years this time, and I 

was sold five times. Each time, after six days, I returned to that cell. No matter how far I am, it will only 

be an instant. No one can bring me away.” 

Aroshia’s earliest memory was the moment she opened her eyes in the cell. Her origin and her existence 

were both a mystery. Everything before that moment was blank. However, this time, her ‘life’ had lasted 

three years, and she had the short memory of these three years. She had realized how special she was 

long ago, but her life form was very unique—she did not have any physical desire or spiritual need. She 

did not need to consume food and hardly had any curiosity; it was like nothing mattered to her. 



 

Although her knowledge of the world was a piece of blank paper, she was unlike an innocent child. On 

the contrary, she had very strong thinking capabilities. 

Horlaide had not been completely honest back then—Han Xiao did not know about Aroshia’s secret. 

Now he realized that Horlaide had been promoting her because he knew that she would be back in the 

end, and he was using that as a scam. Han Xiao was speechless. 

“You can’t control this power?” Han Xiao said with surprise. 

Aroshia shook her head. “No.” 

Hearing this, Han Xiao was more interested. Aroshia had self-awareness but was trapped in the cell by a 

mysterious power, and this was not her choice. If this was a Space Wonder, then there was one 

question. Was Aroshia the Space Wonder? 

Could it be possible that she was originally an independent life form and not part of the wonder, and it 

was a coincidence that she became the wonder? Which would mean that Aroshia’s amnesia, her unique 

life form, her mind of close to completely no desire... all of this could be given by the wonder. Then what 

was this wonder? Was it something without a physical form, some sort of formless energy? 

Sadly, even if there was an answer to this, Aroshia did not know it. The truth might be in the memories 

that she had lost. What Han Xiao cared most about at this moment was that Aroshia could not be taken 

away. 

“Is there no way to solve it?” 

“I don’t know.” Aroshia shook her head and said, “Only three more hours to the sixth day.” 

The mission requirement was to save her from the slave market and stay with her for six days. Only now 

did Han Xiao know the difficulty of it. However, since it was a mission, there must be a way to complete 

it. 

There should be clues in that cell. 

Han Xiao ordered the rest of the people to patrol around and look for the enemy. Although he did not 

have any hope of actually finding anything. He summoned the backup Amphiptere and wore it, then 

accompanied Aroshia to the slave market... ruins. 

At the same time, the DarkStar people appeared on the other side of Floating Dragon, with frustration 

on their faces. 

The ambush had been too rushed. They had engaged without knowing much about Black Star at all. 

They had thought that their power and technology would give them an unshakable advantage, which 

caused them to underestimate the opponent. 

Their arrogance was the reason for their failure. 

Ember was furious. This was the first time that he had failed when facing a target weaker than him. He 

was very concerned about this failure; it left a mark in his heart that he was very unhappy about it. 



Ember opened the communicator to report the result. He held back his unhappiness and repeated the 

process of their failure. The Superiors of DarkStar were very surprised. Their surprise and 

disappointment stung Ember’s pride once again. 

His record had always been perfect, and this had left a stain on it. 

“Sarota has already intercepted all the criminals, and there were no clue of it at all. The mercenaries are 

the only ones left. There’s an eighty percent chance that the Secret Message Bead is in the hands of the 

mercenaries.” 

“Shall I continue to find a chance to deal with Black Star?” 

“You failed once, don’t take the risk, retreat.” The Superiors sighed. 

Veins popped up on the back of Ember’s hands. 

“Yes, Sir...” 

 


